
 

 

Call to action on Pedestrian and Cycle safety 

Local Cycle campaign group Dynamo is rallying support across the district to 

press for safer roads for pedestrians and cyclists.  A petition lodged with 

Lancashire County Council closed last week with over 700 signatures demanding 

urgent action and the group is committed to continuing to speaking about the 
dangers until changes are made.   

 

Group spokesman, Paul Stubbins said “We are now in the third year since 

Lancaster was highlighted as having the most dangerous road in Britain for 

pedestrians and cyclists, back in 2014, and yet the Council has so far taken no 

significant action.  It has taken a determined effort to get them to look at the 
details of the accidents and to identify solutions, and yet still they seem unable 

to muster the resolve to actually complete the work.  They talk about safety 

being a priority but the lack of action shows this to be nothing but hollow 

words”.   

 

In 2015 Dynamo identified, together with the Council, a number of danger 

reduction measures to be implemented as a matter of urgency, after the 
Lancaster Guardian had submitted a freedom of information request that 

revealed details of the road incidents that had occurred.  These measures 

include safety improvements to junctions, and improving cycle lane access on 

and off the Pointer roundabout.  Dynamo has been keeping track of progress 

with the works since 2015 and has reached a point when they feel that the 

situation needs to be brought back into public debate.   
 

Paul continued “The Council pronounce about the re-painting of worn out cycle 

lanes and the erection of small signs of posts about the city, as if to demonstrate 

satisfaction of their duties, when it is patently evident that the same dangers 

continue to be present on the road and the citizens of Lancaster deserve better.  

We will not rest until the Council fulfils its responsibilities.”   

 
The group has already contacted local County Councillors and will be continuing 

to press them over the coming weeks to commit to resolving these safety issues.  

They have also lodged a further freedom of information request with the 

Lancashire Constabulary to identify the latest pattern of accidents.   

 

“We have been proud to have been a Cycle Demonstration Town in the past, 
which was intended to deliver a step change in the provision of facilities and the 

promotion of cycling in the district.  This is fast now becoming a distant memory, 

and any further growth of cycling numbers is completely dependent on our roads 

being made safe and accessible to all.  We urge residents to challenge the 

County Councillor that represents them to commit to action, and not to accept 

the empty promises which are repeatedly being made”.  
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Information black hole 

Cyclists are being left in the dark by LCC’s closure of cycling forums and the removal of 
its only cycling officer.    

Cycle campaigners wishing to know how LCC intends to maintain or improve conditions 
for cyclists or complain about its failure of duty to protect cyclists now face what amounts 
to almost a news black out. One year ago LCC abolished the post of its only cycling 
officer. It also abolished the Lancaster Cycle Forum and the Lancashire Cycle Liaison 
meetings, where cycle campaigners had had an opportunity  to work with County 
Officers  to improve cycling conditions and keep up to date with how the meagre cycling 
budget was being spent.  

Now campaigners have to go through general enquiries if an issue arises. This means 
we have no say in how budgets are being managed but can only react to problems noted 
by Dynamo members on the roads and paths. When we do contact specific officers our 
emails and letters frequently go unanswered for months, if at all.  Many cities, let alone 
Counties, have dedicated cycling officers who are keen to work with cyclists rather than 
black them out.  ‘Essentially LCC has abolished the principle of public consultation,  
which took  years of negotiating to establish’, said Dynamo campaigner Dick Follows.     

“ 

 

 Essentially LCC has reneged on ‘the hard won principle of public consultation’.    

 

Just how much does LCC spend on cycling?  

The amount spent on cycling by LCC, when compared with spending on roads and 
driving, is a pittance. One only has to see what has been done recently to improve 
cycling conditions locally. In Lancaster it amounts to the realigning of the cycle barriers 
by the Greyhound Bridge underpass and some overdue repainting maintenance of 
almost invisible cycle lanes.  One doesn’t have to think hard about how much has been 
spent on just one new road alone. Think what LCC could have done for cycling on trunk 
roads like the A6 where it is really needed  with just a small slice of that? Edinburgh City 
Council has been increasing its cycling budget by 1% each year and now has reached a 
dedicated annual 10% on cycling. The results are most impressive in terms of reduced 
congestion and air pollution and at peak traffic times 20% of vehicles are bikes.  

So, would LCC like to tell us what the cycling budget is as a percentage of the road 
transport budget in the Lancaster Area? Considering the dangers on specific roads that 
have been identified, as well as the  shameful record of having  the highest child 
pedestrian and cycle KSIs of any county in Britain. Between 2011-16, the number of 
children killed or injured on Lancashire roads was 365. Of these 239 were pedestrians,  
56 cyclists. ‘This shameful record needs an urgent response from LCC.’, said Dick 
Follows 

 

Follows.    


